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We examine several graph equations involving the center, C(G), af a graph G. The central 
ratio of G, denoted c(G), is the ratio of jCCG,j to IV(G)(. We show that for any rat%?1 
number r. where 0~ r s 1. there is a graph G with c(G) = r. For all such r, we describe a 
corresponding minimal graph. Graphs for which c(G) = 1 a,< calletl self-centered. We give the 
range of values for IE(G)I for self-centered connected graph,; on M vertices. We then 
aracterize all trees whose center vertices get interchanged undc r zomp’ementatiop. 
1. on 
In a graph, there are some vertices which are “close” to all of the remaining 
vertices in the graph; however, certain vertices may be quite “far” from one 
arlc’:her. The center of a graph G is defined to be a particular subset of the vertex 
set, V(G), enjoying the first property. In this paper, we examine several graph 
equations relating to the center of a graph. 
If u and w are in V(G), the dismzce between v and w, d(u, w), is the length of a 
shortest path from u to w. The radius of G is defined as 
r(G) = min 
11 
The center C(G) of the graph G iL; the set of all vertices J satisfying 
max, d(u, w) == r(G). For various other centrality sets, the reader is referred to 
P1. 
For IV(G)1 I= II, we give the range of values fo;_ the size of the edge set: E(G), 
when C(G) - V(G) and G is connected. We show that for any rational number c, 
where Wc~l, t e is r ,aph C for which the ratio of (C(G)( to IV(G,l is c, 
and we describe a car_-et . ing minimal graph f’or each such c. Finally, we 
characterize all trees w ose center vertices get interchanged WI&~ complementa- 
tion. 
e remark 
,entral ratio equal to 0 
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self-centered graphs. Recall that a block in G is a maximal con ected subpraph 
without a cutpoint. 
(Harary and Norman). Ti” bte center uj’ a11 y corlr:ected gruph lies irz CJ 
If G is se@entered, tItc,n G is clisconrtcctcd or G has on/y one block. 
2, lf a/h is a rationd nurhr in lowest terms and 0 < a/b c 1, hen there 
exists a graph G with c(G) = a/b. Any snmllest such graph G* has b vertices unless 
b = a + 1 q in which case it has 2b uerGces and 2P> + 1 edges. If b # a + 1, then G * 
has b edges, unless a = 1 or 2, in wFich case it has L - 1 &ges. 
First, let b = a + k where k ) 2. The graph:? of Fig. I 
h’edges. 
eat have b vertices 
and If u is odd and a > 1, then (i) is a min. ma1 graph G *. If CI is even and 
u > 2, then the graph (ii) is G*. 
Let b = Q + 2. Ther;l a is odd, since a/b is in lowest terms. If a > I, then the 
graph formed by addiq:lg a pendant edge to C,, ,_, is a minimal G*. 
Let b = a + 1. Some pair of vertices in G are the endpoints of a diameter, and 
these two vertices are not in C(G). Therefore G must contain at leas: 2b vertices. 
Such a graph with 2b vertices and 2 b-t i edges is shown in Fig. 7. 
Finally,ifb#a4anda=l,ther~ K,~b_.,isG*.Ifb#~+-1and~=2.thenthe 
graph formed by adding a pendant edge to one of the endpoints of K,,,,_z is a 
minimal G *. 
Clearly, the graphs described have the least possible number of vertices. To see 
that these graphs also have the least possible number of edges, we observe that 
the minimal graphs must be connected. Thus the G:‘: for (1-1 1 and 2 are minimal. 
If L;E 2 3, then it follows from Theorem 1. that G- has a cycle, so IE( G)I z \V( G )I. 
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Thus the G * given for 6 + a + 1 are minim?: !. 5 = a + 1, then either there are no 
vertices of clegree 1 and no cutpoints, or tt. th L is precisely one vertex ZJ of degree 
1. In the former case, G must have at le;, ‘/,b -t 1 edges. In the latter case, G - u 
has an odd number of vertices and can rbave no cutpoints. Since there is exactly 
one vertex of G - v which is not in C(G), the graph G - u must have at Feast 
1 V(G - IV)\ + 1 edges. Thus G must have at least 2b + I edges. Thus if b = a + 1, 
then \E(G)/ = 2b + 1, and the G* shown in Fig. 2 is minimal. 
As we mentioned, a graph with central ratio equal to one is called :&-centered. 
In our next theorem, we describe the range of values for the size of the edge set 
for a connected self-centered graph. Recall: L-u] is the greatest integer less than or 
equal to x. The least integer greater than or equal to x is denoted [xl. 
on. If rz 4, the graph C, * sP, is formed from C, by joining two vertices 
of C, at distance two from one another by s additional paths of length-1 two. 
WEU?~ 3. There exists a connected self-centered graph on n vertices and k edges 
if and only if k = (;) or n s AC s &(n - 2ij. 
. We first show that the given values are the only allowable ones. Then we 
construci a c:onnected self-centered graph for each k described. For a tree 7, it is 
well-kr?-?wn that (C( 7’)) =u K1 or Kz. Thus if T is a self- centered tree, then k = (;). 
Let G be connected, have a vertex of degree n - 1, and G # K,,. Then C(G) 
consists precisely of the vertices of degree n - 1 and G cannot be self-cenrered. 
Therefore G is not self-centered if 
Note that 
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Fig. 3. 
I’5e graphs CPI, C,, 1 * Pf, C’n--2 * 2P2, . . . , C4 * (n -4)P; are self-centered on )I 
vertices and have n, n + 1, . . . ,2n - 4 edges. respectively. From C, * ( n - -I&. 
one may construct self-centered graphs for 2n - 5 d k s $( nZ - 3n + 4) by succes- 
sively joining nonadjacent T,ertices in the circled region of Fig. 3. 
The graphs for $(n’- 3 n -4 4) s k G [in(n - 2111 may be constructed by co 
trating on a spanning cycle S of Km. We delete a maximum matching from S, and 
if H is odd, we delete an additional edge. The resulting graph is self-centered and 
has [$n( iz .- 2,)] edges. We construct all remaining required graphs by succes&ely 
deleting from K, edges remaining along S. 
Lking results of [4] and [6], Theorem 3 was extended by Buckley [I] to the 
situstiu;! where the radius of the graph is known. 
Our interest in the central ratio was aroused by considering graph equations [2]. 
Indeed, the central ratio is defined by a graph equation. If f and g are graph 
functions and H is a class of graphs, then the solution to the graph equation 
f(H) = g(H) is th e set of all graphs in the class H which satisfy the equation. 
For the class of trees, T, the only solutions to the equation C(T) = V(T) are K, 
and KZ. The next result characterizes trees solving the equation C’(T) = 
V(T)- C(T). 
Finding a useful characterization of self-centered grap 
reader looking for an interesting problem might consider this. A more tractable 
problem is to try to characterize these graphs for various classes. In particular, 
o aracterize these in t 
e, connectic ity, to wiving graph equa- 
tions simultaneo 
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